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Dear Parishioners: 

 

 Priests have so many blessings during our lives. I remember the first time I heard confessions and how nervous 

I felt. I was twenty-six, a much older person came in and said, “Bless me father for I have sinned.” It was a bit  

disconcerting when older people called me “Father,” and told me what they would tell no one else. 

 I believe it was the philosopher/mathematician Pascal, writing the Pensées, which reflected on our Church’s 

devotion and encouragement of regular confession about how this showed a great mercy on the part of God.  

The Catholic religion does not oblige us to reveal our sins indiscriminately to everyone. It allows us to remain hidden 

from all other men, with one single exception, to whom it bids us reveal our innermost heart. It lays on this man the 

obligation of inviolable secrecy, which means that he may as well not possess the knowledge of us that he has. Can 

anything milder and more charitable be imagined?  

 Satan on his part does all in his power to keep us away from confession in particular and holiness in general. 

He is the deceiver in the universe. When we have sinned, he works to convince you and me not to confess because the 

priest will recognize me and think badly of me or that my sin is no big deal, and so on and so on. The longer we keep 

the sin inside, the more deeply the shame imbeds itself in my soul. 

 This happens a lot with sexual sin. Our society is becoming addicted to the sin of pornography. More and more 

people are pulled into a vicious circle of porn — feeling shame ——— viewing porn to feel better ——— acting out                    

keeping it secret feeling shame ——— over and over again. One often falls into an addiction to porn and just saying, 

“No” does not work. Over time, this weighs heavily on the body, mind and soul. 

 I have worked with many people who began this difficult path at very young ages (8 years old in one case). 

There is a pain, an ache in them that begs for the healing which God’s longs to give one. God wants us to reconcile 

with you or me, not just watch us standing out in the cold begging and groveling. The path to restoration can be  

arduous and lengthy. When children so young begin viewing porn, neural pathways are formed and long-lived habits 

do not easily change. It can become a habit so difficult to change that only a herculean effort and humbling of oneself 

with confession and God’s holy will can pull one out of the habit. 

 Some of the consequences of viewing pornography have deleterious effects on our brains. It can make one  

hyper-sensitized to lust, cripple will-power, decrease sexual satisfaction, lowers our view of men or women,  

desensitize us to cruelty, making us want to watch more porn.  

 This past week we celebrated the Memorial of St. Maria Goretti, murdered by Alessandro Serenelli when she 

was 12 because she would not give in to his advances when he attacked her. She kept saying, “No! No! It is a sin.” He 

stabbed her 14 times. Maria visited him in a dream while he was serving his sentence. After this, he became a model 

prisoner and in his later years blamed in part the use of pornography for his inordinate lust and the behavior of  

violence. 

 Most people do not go that far, but do tend to become selfish (pornography very often leads to masturbation – 

a sin of selfishness), and more coarse language and action. The degradation of men and women must never be used as 

kind of a remedy for anything or condition. Those who chose that course of action are giving ill-advised advice. 

 www.recliamsexualhealth.com is an online program of sound Catholic theology and proven modern day  

science that can help one begin the process of forming new habits of health and purity. It is not free but well worth the 

monetary investment. It is anonymous and accessible through normal mobile devices. If you are struggling with this 

habit, take courage that you can overcome what is afflicting your heart. God NEVER abandons anyone striving for 

holiness. He WILL give you the grace you need. TAKE COURAGE. 

  

 

 Pace – bene, 

http://www.recliamsexualhealth.com

